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Abstract: Pragmatic measures are important to facilitate implementation and dissemination, address
stakeholder issues, and drive quality improvement. This paper proposes necessary and recommended
criteria for pragmatic measures, provides examples of projects to develop and identify such measures,
addresses potential concerns about these recommendations, and identifies areas for future research and
application. Key criteria for pragmatic measures include importance to stakeholders in addition to
researchers, low burden, broad applicability, sensitivity to change, and being actionable.
Examples of pragmatic measures are provided, including ones for different settings (e.g., primary

care, hospital) and levels (e.g., individual, practitioner, setting) that illustrate approaches to produce
broad-scale dissemination and the development of brief, standardized measures for use in pragmatic
studies. There is an important need for pragmatic measures to facilitate pragmatic research, guide
quality improvement, and inform progress on public health goals, but few examples are currently
available. Development and evaluation of pragmatic measures and metrics would provide useful
resources to advance science, policy, and practice.
(Am J Prev Med 2013;45(2):237–243) & 2013 Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of American Journal of
Preventive Medicine
Introduction
The gap between research and practice is well
documented1,2 and due at least in part to a
perceived lack of relevance to the situations of

stakeholders, who include both practitioners and policy/
decision makers.3,4 An evolving literature addresses
pragmatic trials and study designs,5–7 but there has been
no parallel focus on related pragmatic measures. Prag-
matic trials have been defined by the CONSORT group
as “designed to answer the question of whether a
program works under usual conditions (as compared to
ideal conditions),” but there has been no definition of
pragmatic measures. Berwick has argued that the
evidence-based movement needs to adopt a pragmatic
science approach,8 and an important part of pragmatic
science is having and using pragmatic measures to assess
improvement. In brief, a pragmatic measure is one that
has relevance to stakeholders and is feasible to use in
most real-world settings to assess progress.
Perhaps the best known pragmatic measure is the

Patient Health Questionnaire with nine items (PHQ-9),
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and the brief screening PHQ-2 (two items) derived
from it. The PHQ-9 is a self-administered version of
the PRIME-MD depression module for rapid assessment
of depression severity in primary care.9 An extensive
literature supports the validity of the PHQ-9 in a range
of populations, both for depression screening and
for monitoring depression severity over time.10 The
two-item version of the PHQ also has been shown to
be a valid measure of depression.11,12 These studies
support the use of the PHQ-2 as the initial screen
for completing the remaining items of the PHQ-9,
thereby reducing respondent burden for the vast
majority of patients without substantial depressive
symptomatology.
There are a number of routinely collected, pragmatic

indices that can be extracted from the medical record.
Weight and vital signs (temperature, heart rate, blood
pressure) are almost universally collected at each office
visit. For management of specific conditions, a range of
indices such as lipids, hemoglobin A1c, and spirometry
frequently are obtained in standard care. In contrast,
indices of health behavior and health-related quality of
life (e.g., physical activity, dietary intake, pain, physical
and social function) are seldom collected. Even the
most salient health behavior vital sign, smoking
status, is screened for in less than two thirds of outpatient
visits13 and is seldom documented in a standardized
manner.14
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There are numerous uses for pragmatic measures,
including in pragmatic studies6,15; comparative effective-
ness research16,17 (www.pcori.org/); public health surveil-
lance; program monitoring and evaluation; and quality
improvement.8 The purposes of this paper are to
(1) discuss the rationale for and propose criteria for
pragmatic measures; (2) illustrate pragmatic measures
through examples to identify, develop, and evaluate such
measures; and (3) discuss implications, limitations of, and
opportunities for pragmatic measures.

Recommended Criteria
There is a compelling need for relevant, pragmatic measures
that can be used in real-world settings. However, there are
no agreed upon criteria for what constitutes a pragmatic
measure. Necessary and desired characteristics for a meas-
ure to be considered pragmatic are proposed below. Because
there are currently so few pragmatic measures available, a
longer list of desired characteristics was separated into those
that are essential or “required” and those that are desirable
but not necessary (Table 1). Within each category, all of the
Table 1. Required and recommended criteria for pragmatic me

Proposed criteria Recommendation

Required criteria

Important to stakeholders Involve stakeholders from o
on an ongoing basis

Burden is low for both respondents
and staff

Usually brief and inexpensiv

Actionable Enhances use in busy, real-
settings. Can correct iden
problems

Sensitive to change (needs to be
reliable over time and valid)

Can be used longitudinally
progress and detect inter
effects

Additional recommended criteria

Broadly applicable Feasible so almost all can c
little missing data

Use for benchmark; has norms to
interpret or addresses public health
goals

Useful across settings and p
publicly available

Unlikely to cause harm Minimal unintended conseq

Psychometrically strong Some criteria such as intern
consistency not as critica
pragmatic measures

Related to theory or model Can advance understanding
interpretation of results

HEDIS, Health Plan Employer Data and Information Set; NCQA, National C
Measurement Information System
criteria were considered to be approximately equally
important. Although the first two criteria seem especially
axiomatic for pragmatic measures, all are important for a
pragmatic measure to achieve its intended results.
Required or Strongly Recommended
Criteria
Important to Stakeholders
Consistent with recent developments in patient-centered
care, pragmatic designs, and comparative effectiveness
research, the constructs assessed by pragmatic measures
should be deemed important by stakeholder groups,
including citizens/patients; practitioners (both public
health and clinical); organizational decision makers;
and policymakers. The interests of these stakeholder
groups are overlapping but different, and each is impor-
tant if a measure is to be adopted widely or used to make
important decisions. Formative research strategies such
as focus groups and survey methods can be used to
obtain feedback on the outcomes of interest.
asures

s Comments

utset and Different stakeholders have different priorities

e Consider both time and cost

world
tified

Helps if easy to score, interpret and are related to
evidence-based interventions

to track
vention

For use in intervention studies and quality
improvement

omplete, Can be used to address equity issues, compare
subgroups and settings

opulations; Such as Healthy People 2020, IOM, HEDIS, or
NCQA criteria or guidelines, such as PROMIS
metrics

uences Do not want to create liability situations, should
not collect measure if not prepared to address
results

al
l for

Helpful, but sometimes the “perfect is the enemy
of the good”

and Helps to advance scientific understanding

ommittee for Quality Assurance; PROMIS, Patient-Reported Outcomes

www.ajpmonline.org

www.pcori.org/
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Low Respondent and Staff Burden
To be incorporated into routine practice, pragmatic
measures must require minimal time and effort to
complete, easily integrate into local practice patterns,
and be scored readily. Each measure should take no
longer than 2 minutes for the typical respondent to
complete, and a total of 10–15 minutes for an entire
battery of pragmatic measures. Burden may be greater for
low literacy or physically disabled patients who may
require assistance. Modality and user-friendliness also
must be considered in assessing burden.
Paper-based measures, although universally implement-

able, are at a distinct disadvantage for reducing burden
because they must be administered, collected, scored, and
entered manually. In contrast, computerized administration,
scoring, and entry into the organizational or health record
minimizes staff burden. Approaches—such as item response
theory and computer adaptive testing (CAT), can be used to
require the fewest number of items necessary to provide
adequate precision (reliability) to measure a unidimensional
construct. CAT simulations typically achieve precise esti-
mates of much larger item banks in only four to six items.18
Actionable
Regardless of the research value of a given construct, to
be pragmatic it must be of value to practitioners, who
must respond to the results produced. The organization
should have defined strategies or guidelines for respond-
ing to each construct measured. For example, clinicians
know how to respond to blood pressure data based on
widely accepted standards of practice.19 Providing prac-
titioners with data to which they are unsure how to
respond or are unable to respond increases the likelihood of
errors and liability. A pragmatic measure should have clear
evidence-based interventions or policies associated with it.
Consistent use is likely enhanced when the results have
clear and immediate value to those administering them.
Sensitive to Change
Not all measures are intended to monitor and measure
outcomes over time. Some are primarily for screening
and diagnostic purposes and may not be sufficiently
sensitive to change. For example, the Alcohol Use
Disorders Identification Test–Hepatitis C (AUDIT-C)
is a valid and brief screening measure for likely health
and safety concerns from alcohol consumption, but the
“past year” reporting period makes it insensitive to
change over shorter time periods.20

Pragmatic measures generally should have relatively short
reporting periods (past day, week, ormonth) and exhibit large
effect sizes from interventions. Reliability and sensitivity to
change are closely linked in this regard. A less reliable
August 2013
measuremay show large changes over time but fail to identify
the true change signal among the noise generated from its
poor reliability. Greater reliability produces larger effect sizes,
and is a core measurement attribute for determination of
reliable change or minimally important difference.

Desirable but Not Necessary Criteria
Broadly Applicable
Pragmatic measures should be broadly available and able
to be completed by almost all relevant people or settings.
Data are needed from all segments of the population to
assess trends and progress on key public health issues
such as health inequities, and to produce generalizable
findings. This produces data collection challenges, espe-
cially with survey participation rates decreasing and
evolving digital-divide challenges from the types of
media available to various subgroups.21 To be broadly
applicable, pragmatic measures should be easily read and
understood by those with lower literacy and numeracy
levels; culturally sensitive and appropriate for use regard-
less of gender, age, or racial/ethnic group; and applicable
across disease conditions (e.g., not disease-specific).22

Serve As a Benchmark
Ideally, a pragmatic measure should be comparable to the
effects observed in controlled studies. For traditional
research, this is often achieved by utilizing the measures
from published studies, but this approach often violates the
respondent burden criteria above because controlled studies
are less concerned about respondent burden. In pragmatic
studies, benchmarking is often achieved by selecting the least
burdensomemeasure from among the array of outcomes in a
well-controlled efficacy trial. With item response theory
methodology, one can extract a small number of items from
a larger item bank, or allow a computer algorithm to select
the items, and use these extracted items to estimate the score,
thus providing direct comparisons to definitive trials with
greatly reduced burden. For public health applications,
benchmarking can refer to the pragmatic measure being
used tomeasure progress toward key objectives, such as those
in Healthy People 2020 or reductions in health disparities.

Unlikely to Cause Harm
Lessons from the past decade of healthcare research are
that well-meaning actions can produce unintended con-
sequences and harm. The Action to Control Cardiovas-
cular Risk in Diabetes (ACCORD) trial found that efforts
to produce tight glucose control produced more deaths
than usual care23; and some cancer treatment agents have
been found to produce cardiotoxic effects.24 This means
that those who will be responsible for acting on the
results have the capacity to address the resulting issues.
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For example, the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) balances the risks and benefits of various screen-
ingmeasures and in some cases (e.g., carotid artery stenosis)
determines that the risks of some screenings outweigh their
potential benefits (www.uspreventiveservicestaskforce.org/
uspstf07/methods/benefit.htm). There is also potential for
some items that assess sensitive subjects (e.g., sexual activity,
substance use) to create animosity between consumers and
health organizations or authorities. This is especially the
case in situations where there is limited trust.

Psychometrically Strong
Like all measures, pragmatic measures should have good
reliability and validity. Internal consistency is the most
common form of reliability reported in the literature, in
part because it is the easiest type of reliability to evaluate.
However, it is heavily influenced by the number of items,
which negatively affects respondent burden. Other forms
of reliability are more central for pragmatic measures.
Single-item measures, often used in survey method-
ology,25 are not amenable to internal consistency reli-
ability, but their test–retest reliability can be assessed. For
observational scales, inter-rater reliability is preferred.
For pragmatic measures, content validity is important

and can often be established with item development
methodology that includes iterative feedback from
respondents and stakeholders via focus groups, cognitive
testing, and other qualitative methods.26 Concurrent val-
idity based on alternative measures of the same construct,
especially alternative measures using a different mode (e.g.,
self-report versus interview), is valuable. Perhaps most
important, predictive validity data often provide the basis
for the actions recommended to practitioners.

Related to Theory or Model
Many have argued that nothing is so practical as a good
theory. The current authors view pragmatic measures that
validly capture important elements of a theory or model, such
as the Chronic Care Model27 or PRECEDE-PROCEED,28 as
an added bonus. Requiring all pragmatic measures to have a
theoretic basis would unnecessarily limit development, but
where possible, having metrics that relate to theories or
models can aid understanding. This is consistent with U.S.
Food and Drug Administration recommendations to develop
and select measures based on a conceptual framework of how
the measures interrelate, especially over time.29

Examples of Pragmatic Measures
Brief Patient Reports of Health Behaviors
An ongoing project illustrates the integration of prag-
matic models, methods and measures.30 The Evidence
Integration Triangle31 helps to conceptualize the
necessary evidence-based interventions, pragmatic meas-
ures, and participatory processes needed to increase the
frequency and quality with which health behavior and
psychosocial issues are addressed in primary care and
public health. In a recent application,32 evidence-based
interventions were taken from literature reviews and
USPSTF recommendations (www.uspreventiveservices
taskforce.org) for primary care–based health behavior
counseling and treatment of depression, anxiety, risky
drinking, and substance abuse.
A series of 17 items assessing ten different health

behaviors (e.g., tobacco use, physical activity, healthy
eating, risky drinking) and psychosocial issues (e.g.,
depression, anxiety, stress, quality of life) were identified
using iterative expert opinion and crowd-sourcing
approaches. This involved integrating input from
patients and patient advocates, practitioners, primary
care researchers, and policy/decision makers. The result-
ing screening measures are very brief (generally one to
two items); have national norms; and are practical to use
in primary care and low-resource settings. These prac-
tical progress measures are designed to be used longi-
tudinally to evaluate patient health status and progress
on these behavioral and mental health issues (Table 2).
An ongoing pragmatic implementation study is evaluat-
ing use of these items in diverse real-world settings.
The Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement
Information System
This system, known as PROMIS, is an NIH-supported
project to develop item banks measuring constructs
relevant across chronic diseases.33,34 These banks, meas-
uring various domains of physical, mental, and social
health, are item response theory–developed banks that
meet the criteria of low respondent burden (CAT or four-
to eight-item short forms); high reliability; and increasing
evidence for sensitivity to change and validity in various
clinical samples.35,36 PROMIS short forms also have been
incorporated in the EPIC electronic health record (EHR)
system, and outputs are HL7 compatible, making the
results easily integrated into care settings with minimal
burden to the clinical site. There are currently insufficient
data to generate actionable clinical responses to the
results of PROMIS banks, but these banks meet all of
the other criteria for pragmatic measures.
The final two brief pragmatic measures below provide

examples at the intervention staff and setting level, respec-
tively. The Gawande checklist37 of steps that surgical teams
should take to prevent errors and adverse outcomes
provides an innovative example of a nontraditional but
very relevant pragmatic measure designed for immediate
action (Table 2). Finally, a setting-level measure might be
www.ajpmonline.org
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Table 2. Example measures and their pragmatic strengths and limitations

Measure Pragmatic strengths Limitations

PHQ scales (depression and
anxiety)

Low burden (2–4 or 9 items)
Very actionable (based on
DSM criteria)

Sensitive to change—good
data on this

Broadly applicable, validated
in diverse populations; has
good norms

Could be liability issues,
especially with suicide
item if no follow-up

Not related to theory (but is
to DSM)

Brief Reports of Health
Behaviors (My Own Health
Report) Project

Strong stakeholder
involvement and relevance;
low burden (17 items to
assess ten areas);
actionable, with brief staff
training; broadly applicable
(English, Spanish, low
literacy)

Not theory related
Too brief to have strong
psychometrics

Some items have norms,
others do not

PROMIS measures Strong psychometrics,
excellent benchmarking and
norms, burden is low (if can
implement computer
adaptive testing) to
moderate (if not)

Currently limited application
if do not have strong HIT
capabilities

Unclear if actionable

Clinician/staff level

Gawande surgical
checklist

Very little burden, completely
actionable, broadly
applicable, very pragmatic,
very relevant to
stakeholders

Liability issues if do not
reach 100%

Not related to theory
Psychometrics unknown

Setting level

EHR data on percentage
of eligible patients
screened for colorectal
cancer—and “dashboard”
feedback to settings

Little additional burden after
complex EHR coding
algorithms created and
verified; actionable at both
individual and group
(patient panel) levels; very
relevant to stakeholders

Possible unintended
consequences of
“punishing” clinicians
that serve hard-to-reach
patients

Not related to theory
Psychometrics unknown or
NA
Moderate applicability—

need strong HIT support
and data-quality
monitoring

EHR, electronic health record; HIT, health information technology; NA, not applicable; PHQ, Patient Health
Questionnaire; PROMIS, Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System
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the percentage and representativeness of all patients in a
community health center or HMO who are recommended
to be screened for colorectal cancer screening that have
received this screening within a specified interval. A
pragmatic version of this or related Health Plan Employer
Data and Information Set (HEDIS)–type measures would
be an automated EHR-based system that did not require
added entry by either patients of staff, but that would
produce actionable prompts both for individual patient
encounters and also “dashboard” feedback for various
teams on their performance across all their patients.

Discussion
The current paper presents a summary of the rationale
for pragmatic measures, discusses a set of “required or
August 2013
strongly recommended”
characteristics and a
related set of desirable
but less critical criteria,
and provides brief exam-
ples of measures that
meet many of these cri-
teria. These examples
demonstrate promising
initial results, but there
is still much to be done.
The examples provided
suggest that identifica-
tion of a core set of
pragmatic measures is
possible; that it is feasible
to get diverse stakeholder
groups to come to con-
sensus on pragmatic
measures; and that citi-
zens, health practi-
tioners, policymakers,
and researchers all recog-
nize the need for such
pragmatic measures to
help focus appropriate
action in the face of an
overwhelming amount of
data, but often little
actionable information.38

These recommended
criteria for pragmatic
measures are not man-
dates that should be
applied rigidly or
unthinkingly, but rather
a concrete starting point
to initiate discussion in a complex area. They balance the
need for basic core criteria, without letting “the perfect
become the enemy of the good,” or creating impractical
standards for pragmatic measures, especially because
there are so few currently available.39 Reasonable people
certainly could come to different conclusions about
which criteria are necessary versus desired.
There is an important need for pragmatic measures

and more than one approach to getting there. For
example, Gawande37 checklists as discussed above are a
type of pragmatic measure and there is great potential for
unobtrusive, automated pragmatic measures as well.
There are also potential limitations, including that
pragmatic measures may not have ideal psychometrics;
they may be less sensitive to change or to differences
between groups than longer, more burdensome measures
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often used in clinical trials and efficacy research. Because
pragmatic measures are often developed for broad,
general use, they may not be a good fit for some local
uses or specific conditions. One solution to this dilemma
may be to use a core battery of validated pragmatic
measures, and then add other locally or disease-specific
measures as needed.

Implications and Opportunities
Pragmatic measures and pragmatic approaches focus on
stakeholder perspectives. As illustrated above, stakehold-
ers should be engaged meaningfully in the identification,
development, and use of pragmatic measures. One of the
high-priority areas for development of pragmatic meas-
ures is scales that differentiate meaningful engagement of
patients, stakeholders, or communities from minimal
surface acknowledgement of these principles.39

Comparative effectiveness research (CER)17,40,41 is
receiving increased attention, and the availability of good
pragmatic measures is critical to CER. There is also a
need for comparative research on potential pragmatic
measures. Some initial pragmatic measures have been
identified for patient-reported measures of population
health issues in adult primary care, but many more are
needed, especially in pediatrics, geriatrics, the cognitively
impaired, and in specialty areas such as cancer, diabetes,
asthma, and heart disease.
A particular challenge is identification of measures

that assess relevant patient-centered issues for those
having multiple morbidities, without requiring comple-
tion of lengthy and burdensome compilations of ques-
tions for individual diseases. Generic measures such as
the PROMIS banks designed to measure outcomes across
an array of chronic diseases will help address this
challenge, but further research on the most efficient
and effective strategies for developing pragmatic meas-
ures that are broadly applicable across age and disease
groups should receive high priority.
Future personalized pragmatic assessment batteries

will use methods such as computer adaptive testing. Such
automated approaches allow reduction in the number of
items and make item administration, scoring, and feed-
back to both consumers and staff immediate and
actionable. Unfortunately, with the exception of a few
academic centers and some integrated healthcare sys-
tems, the potential for automated and integrated prag-
matic measure administration and scoring has not yet
been realized. The primary challenges are not the
technology, interoperability, or Health Information Port-
ability and Accountability Act/security issues, but prag-
matic and patient-centered measures receiving sufficient
priority from decision makers and information
technology staff. On the methodologic side, approaches
such as item response theory work reasonably well to
reduce the number of items for unidimensional con-
structs, but many of the pressing issues in health care and
population health are complex and multidimensional,
and multidimensional item response theory approaches
need to be further advanced.42

Although there are at present only a limited number of
measures that meet the current proposed pragmatic
criteria, there are a sufficient number of eligible measures
for many issues to test and refine these measures now
while developing even better ones. The authors hope that
these criteria serve as guidelines for selecting the most
appropriate measure for any given pragmatic purpose,
and help to identify additional research gaps that need to
be filled for a measure to be optimized for pragmatic
research and practice.
The opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect those of the National Cancer Institute.
No financial disclosures were reported by the authors of

this paper.
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